Kids Party Schedule

6:00 P.M.
Kids Arrive

6:10 P.M.
Introduction/Operation Christmas Child Overview Video

6:15 P.M.
Packing Party Instructions

6:20 P.M.
Packing Party Begins

6:20 P.M.
Kids pack one shoebox gift
Go to coloring page station
Receive an Operation Christmas Child sticker

7:00 P.M.
Snack Break and Video

7:00 P.M.
Popcorn, juice boxes, etc.
Consider showing another video such as “How to Pack a Shoebox,” “Pack a Shoebox with VeggieTales,” or “Terry’s Story.”
View more suggestions at samaritanspurse.org/occ-childrens-resources.

7:45 P.M.
Wrap-up

7:45 P.M.
Share the Gospel
Pray over boxes as a group
Kids get an empty shoebox to take home and fill with family
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